
Self Makeup Class

RAENA X GOBAN 



Face Makeup

Base Makeup

Skin Prep
Skin care & Primer01
Foundation, 
concealer, powder 02
Eye Makeup
Brows, eyeshadow, 
eyeliner, mascara03

Bronzer, blush on, 
highlighter 04
Lip Makeup
Lip gloss05
Finishing
Setting spray 06

Makeup Steps



Full coverage weightless and multi-tasking concealer 
works perfectly to conceal, highlight and contour the 
under eyes, dark spots and acne. 

USP : Skin care infused, lightweight, easy-to-
blend, longwearing, medium to full coverage, 
precise tip

Price : 120.000

GOBAN Perfect Cover 
Longwear Liquid 
Concealer



Translucent setting powder for all skin tone. Oil 
controlling, blurring pores, fine line and wrinkles with 
squalane and vitamin E. Life saver for oily skin

USP : Infused with squalane and vitamin E for 
moisturizing. Can be used for baking and 
finishing touch.

Price : 119.000

GOBAN Translucent 
Setting Powder



Liquid eyeliner pen with a perfect 0.25mm tip for all 
your needs, enables you to create a variety of style. 
Glides on easily with intense black color that define 
your eyes. Wears strong all day long for 24 hours.

USP : Waterproof and sumdgeproof for 24H, ultra 
black, precise application

Price : 99.000

GOBAN Ultra 
Waterproof Liquid 
Eyeliner



Achieve oil-free healthy sun-kissed look with GOBAN 
Matte Bronzing Powder! The longwearing silky 
smooth powder is seamlessly blendable and highly 
buildable for natural-to-dramatic bronze.

USP : Infused with vitamin E, longwearing, buildable

Price : 130.000

GOBAN Sunkissed 
Matte Bronzing 
Powder 



This Blushing Powder offers freshness and radiance in 
each swipes on the face. With adjustable pigmentation 
and easy-to-blend powder, this blush stays put on the 
face up to 12 hours. Formulated with silkysmooth 
matte powder.

USP : Buildable, longwearing, easy-to-blend

Price : 120.000

GOBAN Sunkissed 
Blushing Powder 



Satin Lip Gloss is a super satisfying non-sticky gloss 
that you can wear comfortably on any occasion. 
Enriched with yummy vanilla scent. You can wear it on 
its own or as a topper. Either way, it keeps your lips 
juicy and healthy with vitamin E.

USP : infused with Vitamin E, can be use alone or as a 
topper, non-sticky

Price : 120.000

GOBAN Satin Lip 
Gloss
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